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2.6 Notes Summary 
Speaker: Todd Gross 
 
Date: Friday, April 20, 2018 
 
Location: Commission Expo - Orlando, Florida 
 
Title: Kick-Butt Video Promotion Strategies! 
 
Key Takeaways: “Sell lower cost products instead of higher cost products. Todd recommends that affiliates 
insert themselves in-between the vendor and potential buyer. Copy successful people.” 
 

 
 
Todd is a bit different than most speakers as his experience for many years was in television. Thus upon 
transitioning into internet marketing he brought a strong video background to the industry. Much in alignment 
with Mike Filsaime’s Butterfly Marketing concept, Todd has been a champion of selling lower cost products 
instead of higher cost ones. This approach runs contrary to many of what the big name marketers promote. The 
reason why it works better is that you can usually sell more lower cost items and get the customer into a sales 
funnel leading to more success. Todd has used this approach as both an affiliate and product producer. 
 
Key takeaway: “Sell lower cost products instead of higher cost products.” 
 
Two pieces of software that you should research if you are interested in affiliate marketing that Todd 
recommends. 
 
Todd has his business card with his contact information especially if your need a voice-over. Todd has more 
audio out there than in the internet marketing space that virtually anyone else.  
 
Todd has been using a video strategy since 2006 when he transitioned from TV to Internet Marketing. 
Recognizing that he tripled to quadrupled his sales in 2014 he analyzed what made him successful. And it was 
because Todd inserted himself between the vendor and potential buyer via video. He accomplished these 
extraordinary results using the JVZoo platform. This proven video strategy continues to give him extraordinary 
results. 
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KEY Takeaway: “Todd recommends that affiliates insert themselves in-between the vendor and potential 
buyer.” 
 
Todd began as a smaller affiliate and built his way up by presenting his voice, presence, personality, in between 
the seller and the audience that will eventually buy your product. Some of the very top marketers do that and are 
right here at this conference like Omar and Melinda Martin. 
 

 
 
Media Background: 
 
Todd came to internet marketing from media beginning with radio broadcasting weather in 1978 and migrating 
to TV in 1980. Here is a screenshot of Todd a couple of years ago (2012) on CNBC reporting on Hurricane 
Sandy.  
 

 
 
Emmy Awards:  
 
Todd also won Emmy awards for being the best weathercaster in New England on Channel 7 in Boston. 
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The Perfect Storm: 
 
Christopher McDonald played the real-life character of “Todd Gross” in the movie “The Perfect Storm” (2000). 
Todd worked with the actor and really just made stuff up and not real but based on the 1991 event.  
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In 2006, Todd left his main job in Boston and started bumbling around with internet marketing. He then brought 
his video prowess to the industry. Todd learned the “Know, Like and Trust” thing that Joel Therien spoke about 
in his presentation. This is the most important thing when placing yourself in between the Vendor and Customer 
as your “list” knows, likes and trusts YOU! 
 
And back in 2006 there really wasn’t that much video being used in internet marketing. Instead it was long form 
sales letters.  Mike Stewart and others certainly got out there wasn’t that much. So Todd partnered with Derek 
VanDyke and came up with a product called “Squeeze Videos” (2006). Which today, you know as “Video Sales 
Pages”. They made a business out of this concept back in 2006 but it only lasted a couple of years. This was one 
of the first times that Todd’s name got out there. 
 
As a result of this “Squeeze Videos” business Todd accumulated an email list of buyers interested in the video 
niche. This is when Todd was able to start promoting other video-centric products as an affiliate. No matter 
what list you are building it is very important that you center around a certain topic.  
 
Between the years of 2006 and 2014 Todd slowly ramped up his experience in internet marketing and built his 
buyer’s list centered around video. It was in 2014 that Todd started creating videos of himself as an affiliate and 
inserting himself between the vendor and potential buyer regardless of the vendor’s video on the product sales 
letter. 
 
Spokesperson: 
 
Beginning in July 2014 vendor’s started hiring Todd as their spokesperson for their products with his sales 
video appearing on various sales letters. 
 
Here is the Top Sellers Past 30 Days in July 2014. 
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Notice Todd was in videos in the #1, #2, #6, and #7 spot on the “Top Sellers Today” list on JVZoo. 
 

 
 
Todd realized that if he wasn’t the guy on the actual sales page that he would want to still be introducing the 
product to his list.  
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Then along came a product called “Video Maker FX” where Todd was the spokesperson for the vendor. 
This is where everything changed for Todd and the entire industry. Todd needed a way to sell “Easy Sketch 
Pro” where he wasn’t the video spokesperson for the product. Todd wasn’t the vendor/owner, not the video 
sales representative, so what was he going to do? 
 

 
 
Todd decided to educate his list about the product. So back in 2014 the creation of a bonus page, review page, 
pre-sale page, wasn’t an organized effort like today. People just weren’t putting themselves wholeheartedly 
between the vendor and potential buyer. Thus, Todd as a scrappy affiliate, decided to ramp up to a launch 
introducing the “one time offer”, “bonus”, BEFORE the product actually launches. He thought he should give 
them something of himself before the potential buyer actually sees the person that actually owns the product. 
That way his list of buyers that know, like and trust him will see that Todd is putting that kind of effort and pay 
attention. He started  4 days in advance, 2 days in advance, then 1 day in advance in ramping up to the launch 
date. This approach wasn’t done much back in 2014. So the other affiliates were caught off guard when the 
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product launched. And since there is such a large overlap of buyers on various affiliate lists Todd was first to 
market with his promotion of a particular product.  
 
Ramping Up to Launch Date: 
 
Because of Todd’s pre-promoting and pre-selling efforts in Todd earned in one day (June 2nd) $70.730.67 on 
JVZoo. Almost all of this occurred in a four hour period. He has never done anything like that since. But to be 
first with this type of approach changed JVZoo and the industry that particular spring. The following months 
Todd shared his technique and others improved upon it. Sam Bakker asked Todd what he did and started doing 
elaborate bonus pages with Todd’s approach. People can never get enough of bonuses and now even elaborate 
bonuses are common place. 
 

 
 
So many of you know about this technique of putting yourself in between, review pages, and advance 
notification. 
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Success Leaves Clues: 
 
Key Takeaway: “Copy successful people.”  
 
Todd used to partner with Derek Van Dyke who used to copy what was successful and Todd would copy him in 
the beginning. So, Todd noticed that every two years Taylor Swift released an album in November opposite the 
Grammys airing the following year. So Taylor Swift dominated the news the year she released the album and 
the following year winning at the Grammys.  This went for eight years before he thinks she got bored.  
 
So Todd asks the audience to copy what works and is going to go over various strategies that we should 
implement. 
 

 
 
Anatomy of a Video Sales Promotion: 
 
Whether promoting your own product or as an affiliate here is the anatomy of a Video Sales Promotion. In 
addition to the following points, your video should be the CENTERPIECE of the page appearing ABOVE the 
fold. Copy and graphics are there to SUPPORT THE VIDEO ONLY! This was my BIG RANT! 
 

1. Give Them What They Want! 
 
Pick a FAMILIAR NICHE, to find a “hole” 
 

2. Develop a Product That Fills That Need 
 

a. OR sell one as an Affiliate 
 

3. Find Out Any Objections Ahead of Time 
 

a. Take a survey or do a webinar, or join a forum 
 

4. Insert Your Video Between Your Group and The Product 
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a. Make a pre-sale video, bonus video, or review video 
 

5. Promote Only ONE Product At a Time 
 

a. Confused buyers don’t buy. 
 

6. If the Product You Promote Doesn’t Fill the Need 
 

a. Provide a BONUS that does! Bonuses are always good! 

 

7. The Headline Above the Video Should Tell & Tease  
 

a. “Tease the solution to “the problem” 
 

8. In the Video – State the Problem then.. The Solution 
 

a. Your product will solve the problem 
 

9. Write “Conversational Copy” 
 

a. Always Read the Video Script OUT LOUD 
 

10. Use a REAL Teleprompter For Direct Eye Contact 
 

a. Or Ad-Lib (Tricky)  Never look off camera 
 

11. SHOW THE SOLUTION 
 

a. Do not just “Tell” it. 
 

12. Tell a story.. (Pertinent) 
 

a. Connect & Captivate 
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13. Speak One to One 
 

a. Just like on TV – I’m talking to YOU as an individual 
 

14. Background should be uncluttered 
 

15. Feel free to use Powerpoint or Screen Capture Style 
 

a. With Voice-Over (I have business cards if you need VOs) 
 

16. Use Scarcity and Urgency! 
 

17. Use Trust and Transparency 
 

a. Bring up a negative (Like it doesn’t work on Macs) 
 

18. Provide MORE Incentive 
 

a. Such as  BONUSES 
 

19. Provide very clear text and graphics that 
 

a. Supports, or re-states the video 
 

20. Don’t Talk Over People’s Heads! 
 

a. (Just a tad…) 
 

Todd can’t stress enough that audio prioritized before video should be where you are at first.  There is way less 
to worry about besides being easier and you can “hire it out”. So, be where you are. 
Anatomy of a Video Sales Promotion: 
 

5 Kick-Butt Video Ninja Strategies 
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1. YOU ANSWER – WHEN SHOULD YOU PROMOTE 
 

a. A PRODUCT LAUNCH? 
 

2. Create a Video “Waiting Room” or Bonus Page 
 

a. You can “pre-sell” the product 
 

3. Add an intro to the product owner’s own video 
 

a. And create a pre-sale page with you AND the owner 
 

4. Create your OWN Sales Page with a “Magic Buy 
 

a. Button” that pops up just at the right moment 
 

5. Create a Video to FLOAT OVER a Sales or Bonus 
 

a. Page that HAS NO VIDEO! (Or VideoPal) 
 

 
 
Here is an example of the “Magic BUY Button”. Just a video and an “Add to Car!” comes on. 
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This floating video appears over the top of the bonus page. This floating video appears, plays, and disappears 
unless the user clicks the x button in the top right corner to close it. In this example you're literally putting 
yourself between the vendor and buyer. 
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Another example is VideoPal where you can have little characters or even real people. This is also known as 
“Hijacking” another person's page. Buy Now: VideoPal  
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The Movie “Inception”: 
 
Todd loves the idea of the movie Inception. The idea is to get into somebody’s subconscious and have an idea 
be the person’s decision. In sales it is important to have the customer feels it is their decision to purchase the 
product. Don’t TELL someone to buy it. Instead make sure they understand the value of the product so they 
make the decision to buy it. Most sales are made when you lead the potential buyer to decide to buy.  
 

 
 
Contact Information: 

Email: yourgreenscreenguy@gmail.com 

Skype: toddgross 

Facebook: http://Facebook.com/toddwx  

Buy VideoPal: https://commissionexpo.com/ToddGross  

Todd Gross’ Commission Expo 2018 Interview: Watch Here 
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